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Actively teaching the OAO ‘Just Cause’ in Wellbeing

How do we actively teach the
Just Cause in Wellbeing?
Throughout the Child Development Course, students will
understand the notion of community through forming connections
with services and providers within the local area of Limeside and
Oldham. Students will form links with local primary schools and
will also explore the benefits of children with additional needs
attending SEN schools whilst investigating the accessibility of
these schools within the area. Students will research into the
local baby and toddler events available to parents within Oldham,
exploring the benefits of interactive classes such as baby yoga,
sensory sessions, baby art studio and Rhyme Time and will begin
to assess and evaluate the impact of different lifestyle factors on
the development of children.
Throughout the Health and Social Care Course,
students study community in a mixture of ways.
Students will closely explore the difficulties
individuals may have accessing health care services
in the area and the barriers that prevent this
admittance. Through research students will be able
to provide ways to improve and overcome these
issues exploring transport links, financial support
and voluntary services available in the area. Students
will study the range of local services available to
individuals throughout all life stages with a particular
focus on the life stage of late adulthood, exploring
the types of residential homes within the area and the
support they receive. Students will also research and
explore the specialist care provided for babies at the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at The Royal Oldham
Hospital.
Throughout the Cambridge National PE Course the
students study community in a number of different
ways, particularly within the R051 exam unit where
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students look at a range of different sporting user
groups and the reasons that some groups do or do
not take part in sport. This allows them to highlight
all of the social, cultural and economic reasons
for different communities relating to and taking
part in sport. This is also explored within the R056
Outdoor Activities Unit where students have to
examine how communities can come together in
an outdoor sense and the benefits this can have
for them. Finally, students gain a real knowledge of
‘community’ through R053 Sports Leadership Course
as they have to work together compassionately to
lead and take part in each other’s sessions, through
which they are required to work closely as a student
community.
Students are actively encouraged to play for local
teams. Some students have made links themselves
to local sporting clubs and others have been directed
to local sports and community clubs by PE staff.
Over the last few years we have achieved Silver in
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the Schools Games Mark. This involves over the
year offering a variety of different extra-curricular
activities, running Inter Form and Intra Form
Competitions throughout the year and also events
like Sports Day.
The curriculum is now tailored to cater for young
athletes but also to target disengaged students with
new aspects such as Yoga, dance and mindfulness
activity. We also offer B and C team competitions
against local schools to engage students further.
For our students to make informed ‘choices’ they
have to have to ‘learn to justify ideas with reasons;
ask questions…negotiate; evaluate and build on
the ideas of others.’ We teach this through the
Cambridge National Course by providing students
with a choice of units that best suit their individual
needs. This allows all students to make an informed
and grown up decision on where they want to
develop their knowledge from leadership, to outdoor
activities to contemporary issues within sport. Within
lessons, students are required to make choices
through their decisions on sporting examples and
how to fully explain their answers within coursework
and exam questions to achieve the highest grade
possible. We all use lots of group and peer feedback
within lesson, particularly practically, to continually
give our students the opportunity to discuss,
evaluate and build and learn from the ideas of others.
Also in Physical Education students are taught to
make good decisions and choices in games. This
can be in actually taking part in the lesson, whilst
playing the game or more importantly making the
right choice when the game is finished. Not to gloat
or laugh at an opponent but to be humble in victory
and applaud an opponent.
For our students to understand the notion of
‘chance’ we teach pupils to play sport knowing that
they can work hard at their skills and always improve.
Students are taught that improving skills gives them
a better chance at winning a game or improving a
time. Students have the chance to improve skills
through a variety of clubs available to them and also
the chance to represent school in extra-curricular
fixtures is important to us. Students are also given
the chance to watch sports through school trips
and to meet professional sporting stars as well as
being given the chance to take part in events such
as the Manchester City Enterprise that helps build

character through developing certain skills such as;
communication, confidence, financial capability,
initiative organisation, problem solving, resilience and
teamwork.
Students also have the chance to become leaders
in sports not just players. In the Cambridge
National Course, we deliver an entire unit on Sports
Leadership which provides students with the
chance to independently plan and lead a session
to their peers, which is something that not many
students get to do within other subjects. They also
have the chance to take part in completely different
activities to normal, mainly through our Outdoor
Education Unit where students are given the chance
to complete walks, mountain climbing, biking and
abseiling, while also leading in each of these areas
effectively.
Students studying Child Development will have
first-hand experience of visiting local SEN schools
to explore how children are taught in order to have
their individual needs met and sustained along
with visits to local primary schools where students
are able to personally see how children develop
holistically through lessons and social time. Students
will also be given chance to explore a range of career
paths they feel may be suited to them, looking at
the responsibilities, qualifications needed and even
salaries available. Students will then gain further
experience and knowledge through passionate talks
from a range of guests including social care workers,
health visitors and school nurses offering students
a realistic and truthful insight into the role and
responsibilities of their careers.
Students studying Health and Social Care will
experience talks from a range of guest speakers from
diverse areas within the Healthcare profession such
as mental health nurses and care workers sharing
their skills, knowledge and experience in addition
to student midwives sharing the ups and downs
through training. This provides a beneficial insight
particularly for those looking to have a career in the
healthcare sector. Students will also experience
communicating and interconnecting with those in
late adulthood at local care homes where they will
participate in a range of activities and also create
their own activities and resources in order to engage
with the elderly at a pre-arranged event whilst also
participating in an ‘Ending Loneliness’ campaign.
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Throughout the course, students will also collaborate
with one another to work on promoting awareness,
providing support and raising money for a range of
local charities.
Through dance, students have the chance to perform
in a large variety of performances. Throughout
the year we offer 3 large scale shows; Christmas
concert, a dance showcase and a summer musical
production. KS4 students that have opted to study
dance will perform in these shows as part of their
assessments, other students who do not study
dance also have the chance to perform in these
shows. Students also have the chance to perform at
the end of each half term in our rewards assemblies.
This helps the dance students build their confidence
performing in front of their peers which is vital to
success in their dance course. Students have the
chance to take part in 3 dance clubs after school
each week, these focus on different styles of dance
giving the students a range of different skills to learn
outside of lessons. We also run a mini showcase
each term for KS4 dance students to have a bit
of a show and tell session for parents/carers, this
gives them the chance to show the practical skills
which they have been learning in lessons but which
are probably not ready to perform in a show piece.
This helps the students gain confidence and selfbelief that what they produce in lessons is of a high
standard and aesthetically pleasing.
We are committed to our efforts being focused
upon addressing the Academy Development
Priorities
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1. Improving the engagement of
our parent community.
Research from the EEF (Working with Parents
to Support Children’s Learning, December 2018)
and the DfE (Understanding KS4 attainment and
progress: evidence from LSYPE2, October 2018),
both emphasise the importance of an effective
home school partnership to ensure the best
possible outcomes for young people. To that
end, all aspects of school improvement activity
this academic year will be considered from the
perspective of the parents/carers.
Parents are invited to watch the pupils take part in
school sport. Parents are also invited to watch Dance
performances throughout various different points of
the year. The new PE Sports Award at the end of the
academic year will provide an opportunity for parents
to come and support their children when they receive
their awards for representing Oasis at school sports.
Most recently we have organised school trips to
watch sporting events and parents and pupils had
the opportunity to watch Manchester United at
Old Trafford. Families attended the game with our
students and were so happy for the opportunity.

2. Improving the literacy of all
our young people.
Our student population is weaker than the
national average particularly in terms of reading
ability. This is further compounded by some of
the language difficulties our students face where
English is an additional language. As such, we
have a moral imperative to ensure that literacy
across the curriculum is well taught. Moreover,
our pupils’ literacy directly correlates to their
communication skills and their emotional literacy.
It is essential this year that we equip our students
with the necessary communication skills to
better prepare them for the rest of their adult
lives. In order to improve our outcomes, we must
also engender a love of reading in all our young
people.
• We have recently applied this to the start of
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every lesson and in PE we use different coloured
pens. Key English specific words in objectives/
outcomes in GREEN. Key subject specific words in
objectives/outcomes in RED. There is a key words
box on every board listing and at least 3 key words
for that lesson.
• A discussion of key terms is used within miniplenaries when they come up within the lesson.
• We re-visit key terms within consolidation of our
lessons.
• There are also displays of key command words/
sport specific vocabulary on changing room walls.

3. Building a collaborative and
positive school culture for all
our staff and students.
The PE team have taken the school 9 Habits and
produced them in a way in which the students
can be successful. Sporting examples have
been attached to the Oasis 9 habits and British
sports stars have been used to represent each
Habit. The Wellbeing Team have largely remained
the same with new appointments of Head of
Wellbeing and Director of Learning for Catering.
A new Health and Social care teacher has been
appointed but all the appointments are familiar
with the Ethos of the school and will drive the
department forward as we look to continue and
build upon the extremely strong relationships we
have with pupils.

4. Ensuring all aspects of
leadership & teaching are
well-planned and wellexecuted.

‘reactive’ responses. All lessons must contribute
to a coherent, challenging and enjoyable
curriculum that enables our young people to
become fully rounded, well prepared global
citizens.
Throughout the academic year 2019-20 we have
reviewed and audited our curriculum provision in
Wellbeing to ensure we offer students access to
the best of what we have put in place and we will
offer a broader extra-curricular programme. For
instance, access to a new Health and Social Care
extra-curricular Club and new and exciting sports
will also be introduced in ECO. The introduction of
the Child Development Course will give our students
even more opportunity to become successful in their
future careers.
Staff in the department hold senior positions around
the school and are strong leaders and have excellent
relationships with pupils.
To support our staff in their practice, we work to a
consistent model of pedagogy. All of our lessons
begin with our Academy ‘5 in 5’ protocol.
All PE lessons follow a set routine. We follow a strict
policy on PE kit as we want all students to look
smart and feel comfortable during lessons. Every
student will follow the Oasis Academy warm up,
where students get the opportunity to lead this part
of the lesson with set mobility exercises and static
stretches so they are all prepared physically and
mentally for their lesson. During the main part of the
lesson, students will work individually and in small
groups to build on their leadership skills, practice
skills, techniques and tactics.
We have a strong group of students that are involved
in our Sports Leaders and Ambassadors programme.
Students can apply to be one of these and they are
responsible for leading Inter Form Competitions,
helping with lunchtime and extracurricular activities,
leading primary school competitions and organising
events like Sports Day.

The Academy Leadership has a duty to ensure
the appropriate systems and structures are in
place to enable teachers to do their job well.
All strategies and innovations must be clearly
planned, communicated, executed and evaluated
in a timely fashion and thus reduce the number of
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Contact us:
Principal - Miss D Gobbi
Oasis Academy Oldham
Hollins Road
Hollinwood
Oldham
OL8 4JZ
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T. 0161 624 9630
E. Transition.Team@oasisoldham.org
W. www.oasisacademyoldham.org
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